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From Grapevine, the international journal of Alcoholics Anonymous, find inspiration in stories of
getting and staying soberIn this collection of more than 40 touching and encouraging essays, AA
members share openly about what helped them get sober and handle their new lives of
recovery.Full of useful suggestions, insights, and solutions to problems common to the newly
sober, The Beginner’s Book provides helpful tools of recovery for those who are just finding their
way to rewarding sobriety.A beneficial resource for those who’ve just begun their journeys of
recovery and discovery, and for beginner meeting leaders and sponsors of newcomers, this
collection can serve as a foundation for personal introspection and meaningful dialogue.

About the AuthorAA Grapevine is the publisher of the International Journal of Alcoholics
Anonymous. Its primary purpose is to carry the AA message to everyone interested in
alcoholism through its magazines, websites, books audiobooks and related items. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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The Next Frontier (& eBook)Spiritual Awakenings II (& eBook)In Our Own Words: Stories of
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del CorazónLo Mejor de Bill (& eBook)Lo Mejor de La ViñaEl Grupo Base: Corazón de AAIn
FrenchLes meilleurs articles de BillLe Langage du cœurLe Groupe d'attache : Le battement du
cœur des AABEGINNERS’BOOKGetting and Staying Sober in AAStories from the AA
GrapevineAAGRAPEVINE, Inc.New York, New YorkCopyright © 2008 by AA Grapevine, Inc.AA
Grapevine, Inc.475 Riverside DriveNew York, New York 10115All rights reservedMay not be
reprinted in full or in part, except in short passages for purposes of review or comment, without
written permission from the publisher.AA and Alcoholics Anonymous are registered trademarks
of AA World Services, Inc.AA PREAMBLEAlcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and
womenwho share their experience, strength and hopewith each other that they may solve their
common problemand help others to recover from alcoholism.The only requirement for
membership is a desire to stop drinking.There are no dues or fees for AA membership;we are
self-supporting through our own contributions.AA is not allied with any sect, denomination,
politics, organizationor institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy,neither endorses
nor opposes any causes.Our primary purpose is to stay soberand help other alcoholics to
achieve sobriety.©AA Grapevine, Inc.THE TWELVE STEPS1.We admitted we were powerless
over alcohol—that our lives had become unmanageable.2.Came to believe that a Power greater
than ourselves could restore us to sanity.3.Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to
the care of God as we understood Him.4.Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of
ourselves.5.Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our
wrongs.6.Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.7.Humbly
asked Him to remove our shortcomings.8.Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and
became willing to make amends to them all.9.Made direct amends to such people wherever
possible, except when to do so would injure them or others.10.Continued to take personal
inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it.11.Sought through prayer and
meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as we understood Him, praying only for
knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out.12.Having had a spiritual awakening
as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and to practice these
principles in all our affairs.THE TWELVE TRADITIONS1.Our common welfare should come first;
personal recovery depends upon A.A. unity.2.For our group purpose there is but one ultimate
authority—a loving God as He may express Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders are



but trusted servants; they do not govern.3.The only requirement for A.A. membership is a desire
to stop drinking.4.Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or
A.A. as a whole.5.Each group has but one primary purpose—to carry its message to the
alcoholic who still suffers.6.An A.A. group ought never endorse, finance or lend the A.A. name to
any related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property, and prestige divert us
from our primary purpose.7.Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside
contributions.8.Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but our service
centers may employ special workers.9.A.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we may
create service boards or committees directly responsible to those they serve.10.Alcoholics
Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the A.A. name ought never be drawn into
public controversy.11.Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; we
need always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio and films.12.Anonymity is
the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before
personalities.ContentsAA PreambleThe Twelve StepsThe Twelve TraditionsA Note to Our
ReadersSECTION NO. 1You Don’t Have to Drink TodayNobody’s Fault But Mine, November
2003The Low-Down on a High Bottom, June 1996The Perfect Slip, August 1992Singleness of
Purpose, December 1995Attitude Adjustment, January 2006SECTION NO. 2Out of
IsolationWhat Have I Got to Lose?, July 2005At Home in a Home Group, May 1997Carry the
Message? Me?, March 2001A Dry Drunk's Last Stand, February 2003One for the Ages,
September 2005Centrifugal Force, April 2004SECTION NO. 3Tools for RecoveryTools for Life,
January 2006Garden-Variety Sobriety, December 2004One Brick at a Time, December 2004A
Perfectly Practical Program, July 1997Just Call Me, May 2003Getting Out of a Hole, February
2006Gladitude!, December 1993SECTION NO. 4Experience, Strength, and HopeInsanity B,
February 2005The Secret, February 2001Stick with the Stickers, August 2006A Lady After All,
June 1999Paradoxes of Sobriety, June 1998Never Sober Today Before, August 2006SECTION
NO. 5A Design for LivingGet With the Program, January 1994Naming the Negatives, April
1997A Lifetime Supply, July 1995How an Atheist Works the Steps, March 2003To Love Rather
Than Be Loved, March 1990“How It Works” Works For Me, October 2003SECTION NO. 6A Daily
ReprieveHang Gliding, March 2005Trusting the Silence, November 1991Honoring One's Faith,
May 2006The Answer to My Prayers, November 2005A God of My Understanding, March 2006I
Can't Fly That Kite Today, April 2002SECTION NO. 7Letting Go of Old IdeasThe Two-Letter
Word, December 2001Turning Points, March 2004How Is My Now?, August 2001A Walk
Through the Day, Drunk and Sober, June 2003Down from the Mountaintop, August 2003Lemons
and Lemonade, August 2004About AA and AA GrapevineA Note to Our ReadersIn this book,
AA members share what helped them in early recovery—a journey sometimes full of bumps and
detours but also new ideas and surprising insights. This is an ongoing process, and the results
of it appear, as the Big Book says, “sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly.”“I wish for you a slow
recovery,” an old-timer sometimes says to a newcomer in AA. This may make some of us bristle.
When we first get sober, we want to move forward quickly, not slowly. We’ve wasted a lot of time



in our drinking days, we think, and now we’re impatient to get on with our lives. We don’t want to
wait to get our families and jobs back, or maybe fall in love, travel, pursue some long-lost
dreams.This is not to say that eagerness for the fruits of the program isn’t wonderful. Hopes and
dreams of the future—even tomorrow!—help us stay sober. But we could shortchange ourselves
if we hurry through these early days. We need time for healing—emotionally, physically, and
spiritually. Freedom, happiness, peace of mind, a sense of usefulness, and a connection with
our Higher Power are the solid rewards of taking it one day at a time.This is where “progress not
perfection” comes to our aid, a reminder that we are all works-in-progress. How fortunate that is:
as members of Alcoholics Anonymous, we can continue to learn, change, and grow as long as
we stay sober.So we’ve found it can pay to take a moment and listen when someone with long-
term sobriety says to us, “Give time time” or “I wish for you a slow recovery.”After all, sobriety is
the adventure of a lifetime. And it begins the moment we ask AA for help.THE
EDITORSSECTION NO. 1You Don’t Have to Drink Today“We are sure God would like us to be
happy, joyous and free.”Alcoholics AnonymousOne way to describe an alcoholic’s hitting bottom
is to say it’s the moment when he or she is willing to consider life without alcohol—however grim
that might seem at first. When quitting drinking becomes the only alternative to continued
misery, insanity, or death—that’s the moment of “complete defeat” the Big Book talks about. It
proves to be the beginning of an amazing journey. Surrendering to win is at the heart of AA’s First
Step.Step One asks us to break through denial, admit our powerlessness over alcohol, and
understand the unmanageability that our drinking has brought us. If we don’t take that first drink
—even when things get tough—we learn to stay sober under all conditions and develop a faith
that works. Free of the tyranny of alcohol, we are free to choose a new way of living. We can go
forward and find a life that’s full of vitality and joy.Nobody’s Fault But MineForty-five, fifty miles
per hour. Three police cars in tow. Lights flashing. Sirens blaring. This old truck I bought for work
is perfect—for work. As a getaway car, it leaves much to be desired. I think I’m going to jail. Yet
my foggy logic tells me that if I keep on truckin’ like nothing’s wrong, those police officers may
just give up and let me go on my merry way. (Fat chance!) At any rate, as long as I’m moving,
they can’t get me.The police seem to sense that this is my intention. Soon my old truck is
surrounded by screaming, blinking police cars. Together, we bump and grind and screech to a
halt. I am about to discover just how angry I have made them. Two of the six officers give me a
real good, up-close look at their revolvers and “strongly suggest” I exit my vehicle. I answer them
with the old “Who, me?” look. They don’t ask twice. One of them grabs hold of my hair and drags
it out of the passenger-side door. Being the obliging fellow I am, I follow my hair. Now blades of
grass are poking into my eyes and a long forgotten taste from my childhood returns—the taste of
dirt. I have a vague sense that the hand pressing my face to the ground is my own. From this
position and in my drunken state, it is impossible to put up any sort of resistance. Nevertheless,
to put it mildly, they subdue me for good measure. Cold steel is clamped on my wrists and I’m
back up on my feet. Silly me, I forget to duck as I am helped into the back of a cruiser. A bolt of
pain shoots through my temple and I collapse on the seat. The door slams shut behind me. Yep,



I’m definitely going to jail.I don’t know it yet, but I am the fortunate one. Within the next two years,
under similar circumstances, two drunks will be shot to death by police on this same stretch of
highway. With those deaths in mind, I am able to look back on my own experience with a little
levity and a lot of gratitude. My last drunk, the best day of my life. People raise their eyebrows
when I say that, but had it not been for that horrible incident, I may never have found contented
sobriety in the Fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous. It takes what it takes, I’m told. Jail was
where I needed to be at that point in my life. To the best of my knowledge, there is no good way
to get there.Those first few days in the police cells were no indication of what was about to
happen to me. Miserable, yes, but oddly comforting. At least I was free to wallow in the puddle of
bitterness and self-pity I had made for myself, convinced that my life was now officially
worthless, equally convinced that the big, bad world was to blame for all of it.Lucky for me, I had
several weeks’ convalescence before I had to face the judge. Bail was out of the question, so I
was remanded to a correctional facility. That gave me much needed time to come up with a plan
—a plan to get my sorry butt out of jail in the shortest possible time, with the least possible effort.
I had bounced around the courthouses enough to know that the judge would not be sympathetic
when I informed him that my predicament was all someone else’s fault. Surely he would want to
see some attempt, on my part, at rehabilitation. I would have to fake it. That meant doing the one
thing I swore I’d never do again—attend AA.I had been sentenced to AA some twelve years
earlier after one of my many brushes with the law. I found those AAs to be the most sickeningly
happy people I had ever met. I wanted no part of it. After all, every real drinker knows that AA
meetings are nothing more than a bunch of long-faced, ex-drunks who sit around and whine
about how they can’t drink any longer. They just pretend to be happy to sucker guys like me into
enlisting. I attended two whole meetings and left, vowing never to return. Yet there I was, twelve
years later, those two capital As my only ticket out of jail. What else could I do? I went to AA.I
had many desires when I walked into that meeting, but not drinking was not one of them. I had
no honorable intentions whatever. A pleasant-looking man in street clothes introduced himself to
me as Murray and asked me to take a seat. The circle of twenty or so chairs were gradually
occupied by inmates who looked as miserable as I felt. I recall thinking to myself, Now this is AA.
Murray opened the meeting and identified himself as an alcoholic. He didn’t look to me like the
kind of guy who’d ever taken a drink in his life, but who would lie about such a shameful thing?I
heard some sad stories in that room that evening—“My girlfriend ratted me out…”; “My wife put
me in jail, boo hoo hoo…”—and not a single storyteller accepted responsibility for his own fate.
Worst of all, I began to understand that if I were to speak my mind, it wouldn’t sound a whole lot
different. Suddenly, I didn’t want to whine. Then came Joe’s turn to share. As Joe looked up from
his lap, I saw that besides Murray, he was the only non-miserable-looking person in the room. In
fact, he smiled. Maybe it was just a trick of the light, but he looked—dare I say it?—radiant.
When he spoke, he spoke of himself, the wrongs he had committed, his own failings, but all with
the unmistakable air of hope. Hope? In this place? I hardly believed my eyes or my ears, yet
there it was, of all things—hope. I began to think, I’m in a room full of strangers. What could it



hurt to say just a few words? Then, when Murray asked, “Greg, would you like to share?” I ratted
myself out. “My name is Greg and I’m an alcoholic.” They were the first honest words to leave my
lips in quite some time. Next came, “I don’t get this God thing.”As AAs are wont to do, Murray
gave me the Big Book definition of God, which I still remembered but didn’t accept, from those
two meetings years earlier. Malarkey, I thought to myself. However, after the meeting, I walked
back to my dormitory feeling no ill effects. Considering I’d just sold myself out in more ways than
one, I felt better than I’d expected to feel.Then one evening, a few days before the next meeting,
I was sitting on my bunk doing what I did best—pouting, stewing, blaming. Just as those self-
defeating thoughts consumed my mind, another inmate tuned his radio to the local FM station.
He hung the headphones on his bedpost and sat down to a game of cards. Faint and tinny, the
strains of a good, old, heavy metal song wafted across the dorm and penetrated my thick skill. I
began to sing along in a whisper: “Nobody’s fault but mine/Nobody’s fault but—” Kapow! It hit me
like a ton of irony. Nobody’s fault but my mine.Have you ever been in a room full of criminals,
when you’re the only one who gets the joke? I burst out laughing and rolled back on my bed.
Nobody’s fault but mine! I thought it was hilarious, but when I finally came up for air, there were
twenty-one pairs of eyes looking at me like maybe I was in the wrong kind of institution. The first
sane notion I’d had in years was being mistaken for insanity. I knew instantly that any explanation
would be futile. Better to have them think I was crazy than to open my mouth and remove all
doubt. I left them all wondering.I wondered, too, though. It was too real to be crazy. So personal.
So profound. What was it? A quirk? Happenstance? Coincidence? None of the words I knew
adequately described that eureka moment. It wasn’t until much later that I learned that AA’s good
friend Carl Jung had studied this particular kind of spiritual experience and had given it a name—
synchronicity. In short, there are no coincidences. Recognizing the difference, however, requires
a measure of openmindedness. Therefore, I am convinced that, had I not wondered aloud about
“the God thing,” I would not have been receptive to the response. The Higher Power of my
understanding was given meaning that night. In my case, the god of mischief met me exactly
where I was at, in a manner that I was willing and able to grasp.As strange as it felt, things got
better from that day on. Among other things, my desire to drink became a desire not to. And for
some reason I couldn’t begin to explain, I became unafraid to face up to the numerous charges
against me. When my court date finally arrived, I stood before the judge and pleaded guilty to
every single charge. I told the judge, in all sincerity, that I wanted to change the course of my life.
He agreed that that was a good idea and generously sentenced me to four more months in jail,
which was a far cry from the two years my lawyer had prepared me for.That sentence gave me
much-needed time to come up with a plan. Not the ulterior sort of plan I’d concocted to get out of
jail, rather a plan to stay out. At the top of the list: Alcoholics Anonymous. I went back to the
same meeting room I’d shunned twelve years earlier and, boy oh boy, had they changed! No
longer were they the sickeningly happy bunch I remembered. Nor were they long-faced whiners.
Just a good bunch of people, happy to be free and alive. I am now pleased as nonalcoholic
punch to call them my home group. They have given me their wisdom. They have given me their



trust. It feels good to be trusted. I try to carry the message as it was carried to me by
corresponding with an inmate and whenever possible, by attending meetings at a nearby
penitentiary.As this is a living program, I have also become active in serving my community. After
so many years of being a hazard, a public nuisance at best, I feel obliged to do something
positive. While I expect there will always be skeptics, I’ll continue to strive for respectability in my
town. Miracles, it would seem, are not reserved for saints. Thanks to all you anonymous
alcoholics, I’m sober and free.GREG N.NIPAWIN, SASKATCHEWANNOVEMBER 2003The Low-
Down on a High Bottom“I never lost a job because of drinking.” “I still have my marriage.” “I’ve
never spent the night in jail.”When I hit my bottom, these statements were all true for me. I used
them, early in sobriety, as a measuring stick, and so I determined that I was, indeed, a “high-
bottom” drunk.But, in time, as I began to work the AA program, I came to believe that my
“bottom” had been lower than I’d thought. Much lower.I discovered that my “yardstick” was
irrelevant. For me, “hitting bottom” couldn’t be defined in terms of externals, like my job. Rather, it
had consisted of a sort of slow, catastrophic leaching away of what I can only call my soul.I have
a long history of “stuffing” my negative emotions. Like so many others in AA, I grew up with a
seemingly innate need to please other people: I was quiet, oh-so-polite, “nice” at any price.At
age twelve, I had an ulcerative stomach. At fourteen, I discovered the amazing curative
properties of scotch and water (pilfered from my father’s liquor cabinet). Looking back, I believe I
drank specifically to tame my inner “lion.” It worked, for awhile. I was a periodic drinker until I
graduated from college. Around that time, I began to experience frightening bouts of free-floating
anxiety, which I “cured” with my now daily consumption of white wine.After graduation, I found a
good job and maintained it. I married my college sweetheart. I had a few friends. But my drinking
increased. Looking back, I see a young woman constantly in battle with a poor self-image. And
the more I drank, the less important seemed the need for me to fight that battle.Then,
somewhere along the line, large sections of my personality began to shudder and close down.
Gradually, I stopped talking to my friends. I continued to suit-up and go to work (horridly
hungover, but managing to get by). I think I even continued to maintain my persona of being
“nice.” Deep inside, though, a profound loneliness was taking root.Fear, isolation, resentment:
these became my intimate companions. The deep inner wells, from which springs the very “self,”
were drying out. The walls were beginning to echo. After some time, the lonesome, hollow
sounds of my own inner echoes began to grow louder than the frenetic pace of my daily, outer
life.Finally, in May 1992, I hit my personal, emotional bottom. It so happened I was alcohol-dry—
abstaining, because I was pregnant with my second child. Without my shield of wine, I
experienced physical withdrawal symptoms without a clue as to what they were. I felt completely,
utterly alone, unconnected, dislodged, somehow, from the stream of life.By the time I reached
six months’ pregnancy—still “dry”—I was enduring panic and anxiety attacks so severe that I
questioned my very sanity. It surprised me to discover that insanity hurts. I wanted to die. I
couldn’t imagine living on and on with this fierce inner pain.A blind phone call (and, I now
believe, my Higher Power) connected me at last to a lifeline: a therapist with twenty years’



sobriety. She sent me to AA after our first session. I was so sick, so frightened, so desperate,
that I obeyed her. In my unhealthy imagination, I saw this therapist as a person standing on the
shore—watching me bobbing, far out at sea—and connected to me by a single piece of string.It
seems that powerlessness ought to have been easy to admit, but it wasn’t. Many of my early
hours in therapy focused on Step One, and on dealing with the panic and anxiety.I attended AA
meetings every day. I had that eerie experience of listening to strangers describe my feelings
and my drinking escapades, but still, I clung to the paper-thin belief that I was only present by
default. That my “high bottom” qualified me as a “runner-up” alcoholic—not a full-blown “winner.”
With this came the ancillary thought: that maybe I wouldn’t have to toil quite so hard in AA as
some of those “low bottom” drunks.From “Courage To Change” March 2000When I was a
newcomer I was one of those whom others “viewed with alarm” and so was my group. I was very
young, female, dually addicted, and very, very socially unacceptable. And my group included
almost every type of alcoholic that old-timers feared most: young people, addicts, people with
mental illnesses, minority races, those with various belief structures or no belief at all, bikers,
convicts, gays and lesbians. The amazing thing is that most of us stayed sober, despite all the
dire predictions. Why? Because the two things we had in common were more important than all
our differences. We were alcoholics and we believed in the program of Alcoholics Anonymous.—
MICKEY H.,SPRINGVILLE, UTAHI also had the mistaken idea that I could win a sobriety “lotto”—
become sober for life, and never have to work the AA program again unless I felt like it—if only I
could do all the Steps perfectly the first time around.These illusions proved to be short-lived. As I
continued in therapy, worked with an experienced sponsor, and learned a little something about
humility, I gradually became aware of how much I needed AA. I didn’t know how to live life on
life’s terms without taking a drink. I hadn’t even known I was unaware of that fact.With the help of
AA’s principles, its people, and my Higher Power, sometimes I now am actually able to “do the
next right thing, leaving the results to God.”Today, I focus on the simple fact that I am an
alcoholic. Then, I get on my knees, and I thank God for AA.PEGGY S.HOUSTON, TEXASJUNE
1996The Perfect SlipThe day of my home group’s celebration of my second AA birthday, I saved
a place at the table for my sponsor, but he arrived a little late and took the last seat in the back of
the room. As I started to share, I suddenly realized whom that empty chair beside me was for,
and here’s the story I told.Just before reaching six months of sobriety in AA, I was having a very
difficult time with a compulsion to drink. I was not sharing this with anyone and had not yet found
a solution to this God problem (my prayers started with: “God, if you exist and give a damn …”). I
decided to take a few days off to fish, an activity that usually took my mind off booze. I happened
to mention to a friend that I was hungry for catfish but hadn’t found a good place for them in our
area. He mentioned a lake near The Dalles, and I headed up there the next day. Having failed to
ask for specific directions, I could not find the lake and so took my float-tube out into the
Columbia and tried for bass.Unfortunately, I couldn’t shake the fantasies about drinking and
found myself thinking that my problem wasn’t with drinking, it was with my actions while I drank.
If I could just figure out a way to drink without hurting myself or others, it would be acceptable to



me, and I could lie about it to others.The next day, I devised a way to get drunk safely. I was in
the habit of freezing ice for my cooler in a certain container, and I knew it took about twelve
hours to melt. Being an ex-cop, I still had my handcuffs. The plan was to freeze my ’cuff key into
the block of ice, along with a sturdy cord. I would then take my booze and beer into the woods,
along with a sleeping bag and a chain, which I would fasten around a tree and padlock. Next I
would climb the tree and tie the block of ice to a branch. Then I could strip down, throw
everything out of reach, climb into the sleeping bag, handcuff myself to the chain, and get drunk.
By the time the ice melted and the key fell I would be sober again.I finalized my plan on a
Saturday and intended to implement it the following Wednesday, the exact six-month
anniversary of my sobriety. I was very sad and disheartened, but knew that I couldn’t live with the
constant obsessions.The next day, for some reason, I felt compelled to go to my first Sunday
morning meeting. After the meeting had started, a man came in and I could tell by the smiles
and nods from the regulars that he was known but had not been around in a while.When he was
called on to speak, he stated that he was glad to see everyone again, that he had moved to The
Dalles but had decided to drop by for a meeting and to see old friends.My ears perked up when
he mentioned The Dalles, especially since he looked like an outdoors type and therefore might
know where the catfish lake was. I figure this might be a “God-shot” (if he existed) and I would
talk to the man after the meeting.He told about going to a meeting the night before in The Dalles,
during which a good friend was celebrating six months of sobriety.“The problem is,” the man
said, “my friend somehow got into a bottle between the meeting and home. Before I left to come
to Portland this morning I got a phone call—my friend’s young son had just found him dead in
bed, apparently choked to death on his own vomit.”The urge to drink, and my well-laid plans to
relapse “safely,” left me at that moment, and I’ve never since had as strong a compulsion, nor
made any other plans to get drunk.It is my sincere hope that some day God (he does exist for
me today) reminds some suffering soul of this story. I hope he or she can go to a meeting and
look for an empty chair and think about the man whose death kept me sober.MAX
W.BEAVERTON, OREGONAUGUST 1992Singleness of PurposeI remember my first
introduction to AA. I had asked a friend at work about how she was able to stay sober, and she
offered to take me to a meeting. I wasn’t an alcoholic of course, but I was starting to spend a little
too much money on the drugs I was now using on a daily basis. Sure I drank, but I could take it
or leave it. I knew that my friend had been sober for some time. Maybe what she was doing to
stay sober could help me stay off the drugs.From “Admitting Powerlessness” January 1991The
worst result of my drinking was—and to this day is—the way I treated other people. I was young,
I had ideals, and coming from an unloving alcoholic family, I had definite ideas about how I
wanted to relate to other human beings. And over the progression of my disease, all this had
gone out of the window: people were there to help me get drunk, they were manipulated to cover
up the mess of my life, they had become mere pawns. When they became obstacles between
me and the glass, they had to go. And all because I had to drink.And then or course there were
all the other aspects of unmanageability: the shame and guilt of waking up in some stranger’s



bed after yet another blackout, the terrible hangovers, the headaches that no pills could cure,
the thirst that gallons of water could not quench, the occasional realization of the filth that I had
come to live in, the increasing inability to hold down even menial jobs. In short, I lived my life in a
way I did not want to, and I could not help it; it was all because I had to drink.Listening to
someone else’s sharing in a meeting a few months into AA, having stayed away from the first
drink a day at a time, it suddenly hit me how much pain I had suffered, how close to death I had
been, what a nightmare these years had been.When I surrendered to the fact that alcohol was
greater than myself, accepted life without ever drinking again, the compulsion was removed, left,
as if it had never been there.EVA M.,LONDON, ENGLANDOne Tuesday night, we opened the
door to a crowded smoke-filled room. The images I remember were mostly those of older men.
Everyone greeted each other warmly and many came over afterward to shake my hand. The
sharing was honest and open, and I remember being impressed by that. I went to several other
meetings with my friend but never felt like I belonged. I remember thinking that these people
must really need all these meetings because they were lonely and they probably had no other
life to fall back on. One the other hand, I still had a job, friends, and a family. And besides,
alcohol wasn’t my problem. I said thank you very much to my friend for her trouble, but I was not
using anymore and I was sure that I could handle it from there.For six months, I stayed clean and
sober. Each day was a huge struggle. My friend would check in with me every once and a while
to see how I was doing and asked me if I wanted to go to a meeting. “No thanks, I’m just fine,”
was my reply. Inside I was becoming more and more restless, irritable, and discontent. Then the
day came. Surely after six months I’d proved that I didn’t have a problem. One day I picked up
and the physical compulsion returned. My disease was active again.Two years later, I picked up
the phone and called AA. I still didn’t believe I was an alcoholic but I didn’t know where else to
turn. That night I sat in the parking lot before the meeting and I was shaking. I was no longer
going into the meeting as a casual observer, but as a person in pain who needed help. I was
open and willing. I remember how safe I felt in that room that night and how the things people
talked about made sense to me. Being there with those people gave me the strength to make it
until the next morning.
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Vickie D Fine, “Perfect AA beginners book. Easy to follow. Great beginners book and great price”

JT, “I have been sober many years and really enjoy this. I use this book as tool with sponsees in
AA . It is real stories about being new and the experiences that brought folks to AA. The stories
are from issues of the GRAPEVINE magazine. It is a quick read too. I have been sober many
years and really enjoy this book”

Shea, “Inspirational Supplement Book. Great additional recovery book.”

Flower29, “Reading others experience to Recovery helps me. The Stories published in this book
are great so far.”

Edwin Ford, “Good Recovery Book. Good book for Recovery 'beginnners'. Came very quickly
and was very well packaged, but not too hard to open. I'll be using it often.”

Mary R., “As described; shipped promptly. Good product, good service, will shop here again.”

wadefree, “An inspired, wonderfully curated collection!. A wonderfully curated collection of
Grapevine articles for beginners. I use this book as the text for beginner meetings at my home
group. These inspiring, thoughtful stories provide countless topics for discussion with
newcomers about getting and staying sober in AA. I must-have for beginner meeting leaders
and sponsors.  A great read for long-timers, too!”

Avid Ebook Libraryer, “Chock full of inspiration and tips. I really enjoyed this book. It is really
good for a beginner. Just like listening to people with time. I recommend it, whether you're old or
new.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 59 people have provided feedback.
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